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Abstract

We study space-time noncommutativity applied to the hydrogen atom and the phe-
nomenological aspects induced. We find that the noncommutative effects are similar
to those obtained by considering the extended charged nature of the proton in the
atom. To the first order in the noncommutative parameter, it is equivalent to an
electron in the fields of a Coulomb potential and an electric dipole and this allows
us to get a bound for the parameter. In a second step, we compute noncommutative
corrections of the energy levels and find that they are at the second order in the
parameter of noncommutativity. By comparing our results to those obtained from
experimental spectroscopy, we get another limit for the parameter.
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1 Introduction:

In the recent years there has been a large interest in the study of noncommu-
tative geometry. The idea of taking space-time coordinates to be noncommu-
tative goes back to the thirties of the last century. The goal was that the in-
troduction of a noncommutative structure to space-time at small length scales
could introduce an effective cut off which regularize divergences in quantum
field theory. However this theory was plagued with several problems such as
the violation of unitarity and causality, which make people abandon it. How-
ever noncommutative geometry was pursued on the mathematical side and
especially with the work of Connes in the eighties of the last century [1].

In 1999, the interest for noncommutative geometry is renewed by the work of
Seiberg and Witten on string theory [2]. They showed that the dynamics of the
endpoints of an open string on a D-brane in the presence of a magnetic back-
ground field can be described by a Yang-Mills theory on a noncommutative
space-time.

Noncommutative space-time is a deformation of the ordinary one in which the
coordinates are promoted to Hermitian operators which do not commute:

[xµnc, x
ν
nc] = iθµν = iCµν/ (Λnc)

2 ;µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3 (1)

where θµν is a deformation parameter and nc indices denote noncommutative
coordinates. Ordinary space-time is obtained by making the limit θµν → 0.
The noncommutative parameter is an anti-symmetric real matrix, assumed
here to be constant. In natural units where ~ = 1 and c = 1, θµν is in eV −2,
Λnc is the energy scale where the noncommutative effects of the space-time
will be relevant and Cµν are dimensionless parameters (Otherwise, we have to
distinguish between the space-space case of noncommutativity where θµν is in
m2 and the space-time case where the unit of θµν is ms). For a review, one
can see reference [3].

In the literature, there are a lot of phenomenological studies giving bounds on
the noncommutative parameter. For example, the OPAL collaboration founds
Λnc ≥ 140 GeV [4], various noncommutative QED processes give the range
Λnc ≥ 500 GeV − 1.7 TeV [5], high precision atomic experiment on the Lamb
shift in the hydrogen atom gives the limit Λnc ≤ 104 GeV [6] but this bound
was corrected in [7] to Λnc ≤ 6 GeV ; all these bounds deal with space-space
noncommutativity. For the space-time case, the bound θ . 9.51×10−18m.s was
found from quantum gravity considerations [8], the bound θst . (0.6GeV )−2

was determined in [9] from theoretical limit of the Lamb shift in H atom.
Using the loss of Lorentz invariance in the theory, some specific models gives
the bound Λnc ≥ 10 TeV from CMB data [10] or the bound Λnc & 1016 GeV
from particle phenomenology [11] (Recently, many works study Lorentz in-
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variant interpretation of the theory [12-14] and the references therein). A well
documented review on noncommutative parameter bounds can be found in
[15].

We work here on the space-time version of the noncommutativity; thus instead
of (1), we use:

[

xjst, x
0
st

]

= iθj0; j = 1, 2, 3 (2)

The st indices are for space-time noncommutative coordinates. We are inter-
ested in the phenomenological consequences and we focus on the hydrogen
atom because it is a well studied quantum system and so it can be taken
as an excellent test for noncommutative signatures. We start by writing the
Schrödinger equation for the H-atom in the noncommutative space-time. We
get a first limit for the parameter from the fact that the solutions must be
real. In a second step, we compute the corrections of the energy levels induced
by noncommutativity and find another limit for the parameter by comparing
to results coming from high precision spectroscopy.

The aim of this work is to find an upper limit for the noncommutative param-
eter in order to have a bound spectrum of the hydrogen atom.

2 Noncommutative Hydrogen Atom:

To build the Hamiltonian and as solutions to the relations (2), we choose the
transformations:

xjst = xj + iθj0∂0 (3)

All the other coordinates remain as usual. The usual space coordinates xj

satisfy the usual canonical permutation relations. For convenience we use the
vectorial notation:

−→r st =
−→r + i

−→
θ ∂0 =

−→r −−→
θ E/~ (4)

We have used the fact that i∂0ψ = (E/~)ψ and the notation:

−→
θ ≡

(

θ10, θ20, θ30
)

=
(

θ1, θ2, θ3
)

(5)

The relations (3) and (4) can be seen as a Bopp’s shift [16].

We are dealing with the stationary Schrödinger equation, and this allows us
to consider the energy as a constant parameter. In our computation, we use
the standard equation; it is possible because our choice in the transformations
(3) leaves the coordinate x0 and all the momentums pµ unchanged and also, it
was shown in [17] and [18] that ”the spectrum is unchanged if one replaces the
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standard Schrödinger equation with its noncommutative image if the spatial
coordinates commute in its noncommutative form (the only noncommutativity
being between time and space coordinates)”. The kinetic energy does not
change since it depends on the momentum which remains unchanged; so we
look for the Coulomb potential and construct its noncommutative image. We
write it as the usual one but with the new coordinates:

Vnc(r) = −e2/rst = −e2
(

∑

xjst · xjst
)

−1/2
(6)

or:

Vnc(r) = −e2
[

(−→r −−→
θ E/~)2

]−1/2
(7)

We write:

1

rst
=

1

r



1− 2
E

~

−→r · −→θ
r2

+
E2

~2

θ2

r2





−1/2

(8)

To make the development in series of the expression, we choose:

ε = −2 (E/~) (−→r · −→θ )/r2 + (E/~)2 θ2/r2 (9)

and consider it as a small parameter because of the smallness of θ. For example,
to the second order of ε, one has:

(1 + ε)−
1

2 = 1− ε/2 + 3ε2/8 +O
(

ε3
)

(10)

Using (9), we find:

1

rst
=

1

r



1 +
E

~

−→r · −→θ
r2

− E2

2~2

θ2

r2
+

3E2

2~2

(−→r · −→θ )2
r4

+O(θ3)



 (11)

The other higher order terms are higher power in θ and can be neglected
(We restrict ourselves to the second order). With an adequate choice of the
coordinates: −→

θ = θ30
−→
k = θst

−→
k (12)

the noncommutative Coulomb potential writes (ϑ represents the azimuthal
angle):

Vnc(r) = −e
2

r
− e2Eθst

~

cosϑ

r2
− e2E2θ2st

2~2

(3 cos2 ϑ− 1)

r3
+O(θ3) (13)

This expression is similar to the potential energy of an electric charge q due
to the presence of a distribution of charges qi:

V (r) =
∑

(q/4πǫ0)qi/ri (14a)

V (r) =
q

4πǫ0

[

∑

qi
r

+

∑

aiqi cos ϑi
r2

+

∑

a2i qi (3 cos
2 ϑi − 1)

2r3
+O(a3i )

]

(14b)
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where:
−→ri =

−−→
AiM =

−−→
OM −−−→

OAi =
−→r −−→ai (15)

Here, M and Ai refer to the positions of the charges q and qi respectively and
O is the origin.

The relations (13) and (14b) can be compared term by term; they are the
Coulomb term and both the dipolar and the quadrupolar contributions to the
potential. This implies that the noncommutative Coulomb potential is equiv-
alent to an electron in a field of a distribution of positive and negative charges
which are not equal (

∑

qi 6= 0 and a positive net charge here) so it gives the
Coulomb contribution, and the distribution is not spherically symmetric and
this adds the multipolar contributions. Such a distribution exists in the hydro-
gen atom in the proton; it is a extended positively charged system composed
of three quarks, two have positive charges and the third has a negative one.

As mentioned in [19], due to the fact that the proton has a structure and
is a composite particle, noncommutativity cannot be applied to it as for ele-
mentary particles like electron, and the proton behaves essentially as a com-
mutative particle in the noncommutative hydrogen atom. Thus, we applied
noncommutativity only to the electron; however we found that this is equiva-
lent to consider the internal electric structure of the proton. As the relations
(4) and (15) are similar, the equivalence is true to any order of the develop-
ment.

To find limits on θ, we consider the first order terms; this gives the potential:

Vnc(r) = −e2/r − e2 (E/~) (−→r · −→θ )/r3 (16)

The additional term to the Coulomb one is similar to an electric dipole po-
tential:

Ved (r) = e(
−→
D · −→r )/r3 (17)

where the dipole moment is proportional to the noncommutative parameter:

−→
D = eE

−→
θ /~ (18)

Using the angular notation, the potential becomes:

Vnc(r) = −e2/r − eD (cosϑ) /r2;D = eEθst/~ (19)

The two terms do not correspond to a potential of an usual electric dipole
with zero net charge (a pure electric dipole). The expression looks like the
potential of a molecular anion; a system composed with a molecule and an
electron (The molecule is generally taken as a pure dipole in chemistry). If
the molecule is not neutral, the system is capable of supporting bound states
if the dipole moment is smaller than a critical value which depends on the
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azimuthal quantum number [20].

D ≤ Dm (20)

We have
∑

qi = + |qe| in our case and since there is no limitation on the
dimensions of the anion, we apply this result to our system. As the smallest
value for this limit is when the quantum number vanishes and because the
s-orbital exists in the hydrogen atom, we choose this value as a limit for our
computation:

D ≤ D0 = 5.421 · 10−30Cm (= 0.6393a.u) (21)

From (19),(20) and (21), we have:

θst ≤ ~D0/eE (22)

and to consider all the states of the electron, we take the smallest value which
corresponds to the first energy state. So we find the fundamental limit:

θst . 1.6 · 10−27ms ≈ (0.3keV )−2 (23)

The limit is 109 times smaller than the one obtained using quantum gravity
considerations [8].

We can get another limit for θ by looking to corrections of energy levels and
comparing them to the experimental results in spectroscopy. We must first
note that the term (r−2 cosϑ) in the potential, gives non-zero matrix elements
between states with (∆n 6= 0;∆l = ±1;∆m = 0); thus we have no diagonal
terms and hence no corrections to the 1st order in θ. So the term of order 1
in θ in the potential gives corrections of order 2 in θ for energy. This is why
we must also consider corrections of energy in the 1st order in θ2 which are
diagonal elements coming from the term of order 2 in θ in the potential.

We write the potential as:

Vnc(r) = −e2




1

r
+

(

Eθ

~

)

cosϑ

r2
+

(

Eθ

~

)2
3 cos2 ϑ− 1

2r3
+O(Θ3)



 (24)

and use a new parameter Θ = Eθ/~ to simplify the expression:

Vnc(r) = −e2
[

1

r
+Θ

cos ϑ

r2
+Θ23 cos

2 ϑ− 1

2r3
+O(Θ3)

]

(25)

So we must consider all matrix elements of the term (r−2 cosϑ) and the diag-
onal ones of the term (2(3 cos2 ϑ− 1)r−3) and then calculate the eigenvalues
of the matrix obtained. For example, if we consider levels from n = 1 to n = 3
and use the base:

((1, 0, 0) , (2, 0, 0) , (2, 1, 0) , (3, 0, 0) , (3, 1, 0) , (3, 2, 0)) (26)
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where the parentheses mean the state (n, l,m), we find the matrix:



































−1

2a
0 −2

√

2Θ

27a2
0 −Θ

12
√

2a2
0

0 −1

8a
0 0 −16Θ

1875a2
0

−2
√

2Θ

27a2
0 −1

8a
+ Θ2

60a3
−4

√

2Θ

625
√

3a2
0 −64Θ

3125
√

3a2

0 0 −4
√

2Θ

625
√

3a2
−1

18a
0 0

−Θ

12
√

2a2
−16Θ

1875a2
0 0 −1

18a
+ 2Θ2

405a3
0

0 0 −64Θ

3125
√

3a2
0 0 −1

18a
+ 2Θ2

2835a3



































(27)

Here a represents the Bohr radius.

We will take as test levels 1S and 2S because we have the best experimental
precision for the transition between them [21]:

f1S−2S = (2446061102474851± 34)Hz (28)

In our computation, we consider the states from (1, 0, 0) to (5, 3, 0) because
the contributions from the higher ones to those considered above (1S and 2S)
are negligible (We have made calculations up to the level n = 11 without
noticing changes in the results because the matrix elements decreases with
the value of △n).

For these two levels, we obtain the noncommutative corrections:

∆E1S = −0.04187 (Eθst/~)
2 e2/a3 (29a)

∆E2S = −0.00173 (Eθst/~)
2 e2/a3 (29b)

and for the transition, this gives the correction:

∆Enc (1S − 2S) = 0.04014 (Eθst/~)
2 e2/a3 (30)

Comparing with the precision of the experimental value in (28), we obtain:

θst . (0.3MeV )−2 (31)

This is a significant improvement of the limit obtained previously (106 times
better).

In [9], the author obtained the limit: θst . (0.6GeV )−2 which is smaller than
ours. The method used in this work is to consider the matrix element between
two states as the correction of the transition’s spectrum between the two
corresponding levels without calculating the energies. This gives a correction
at the 1st order in θ, although the matrix elements are not diagonal in his case
also, whereas the corrections are at the 2nd order in our case. To compare with
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this work, we can use the same method. We cannot use the Lamb shift because
transitions with (△n = 0) are forbidden in our case if we consider only the
term of order 1 in θ in the potential. Therefore, we use the 1S−3P transition
because the experimental precision is good enough in this case; the accuracy
is 1.44kHz [22].

We have:

e2 (E/~) θst
〈

100
∣

∣

∣r−2 cos ϑ
∣

∣

∣ 310
〉

= e2 (E/~) θst/(12
√
2a) (32)

And by comparing to the experimental accuracy, we get:

θst . (0.16GeV )−2 (33)

It is a little larger than the limit in [9] but it is in the same range. It must be
noted that this is mainly due to the fact that P -states have a short natural
lifetime and because of that, their spectral lines are rather broad and the
accuracy in our case is weak compared to that of [9] where the Lamb shift is
used.

3 Conclusion:

In this work, we study the hydrogen atom in the context of noncommutative
space-time and specially the phenomenological effects resulting. We found that
applying noncommutativity to the electron of the atom is equivalent to con-
sider the extended nature of the proton in the nucleus; not as a QCD particle
but as a composite electrically charged system. By making the similitude with
molecular anions, we got an upper limit for the noncommutative parameter
(θst . (0.3keV )−2) which is smaller than the one obtained by quantum grav-
ity considerations (The molecular anion is considered here to have both a net
charge and a dipole moment). In [20], it is shown that if the dipole moment
exceeds the critical value considered here, then the reality of the represen-
tation will be violated in the angular part of the solution of the Schrödinger
equation. It would be interesting to see what would happen to the orbital near
this limit using tools like Poincare sections. The limit is fundamental because
if the noncommutative parameter exceeds the value obtained here, the funda-
mental state of the hydrogen atom (n = 1; l = 0;m = 0) no longer exists and
we consider this limit as a critical value for the noncommutative parameter θ.

In a second step, we calculated the noncommutative corrections to energy lev-
els. We found that they are in the second order in θ because the 1st order term
in θ in the noncommutative Coulomb potential has off diagonal contributions
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to the Hamiltonian matrix. By comparing to results from high precision spec-
troscopy, it gave us a new limit (θst . (0.3MeV )−2) which improves the first
one in a significant way. The signature on the energy levels of the H-atom in
our case is different from the one obtained in the space-space case in [6] where
the additional terms are diagonal and the corrections were in the 1st order in
θ.

In [17] and [18], the authors found that the hydrogen spectrum does not change
if there is only space-time noncommutativity. Their result is based on the
assumption that the Hamiltonian does not contain a P0 = i∂0 dependence; the
invoked reason is the absence of such a dependence in the commutative case
where θ = 0. In our calculation, the Hamiltonian does contain the P0 = i∂0
term in its potential part as one can see from (7) and this is due to the solutions
(3) of the commutation relations (2) (This choice is done à la Chaichian [6] and
as we discovered recently, it is similar to the work done in [23]). This P0 term
is multiplied by the parameter θ and thus it disappears when θ → 0 and again
we have no P0 dependence in the commutative case. By acting on the wave
function in the Schrödinger equation, this P0 term is the cause of the energy
shift through changes in the expression of the potential in the Hamiltonian.
We can consider our work as a generalization of [17] when there is such P0

dependence in the Hamiltonian.
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